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Transversality phenomena are studied for homology manifolds. For homology manifolds X, ‰ and Z, with
Z embedded in ‰ with a neighborhood l (Z) which has a given bundle structure, we deÞne a map f : XP‰ to be
transverse to Z, if f~1(Z)"Z@ is a homology manifold, the neighborhood f~1(l(Z)) has a bundle structure given
by f *l(Z) and f induces the bundle map. In the case where the range is a manifold an arbitrary map is s-cobordant
to a transverse map if the submanifold is codimension one and (n, n) or codimension *3. Appropriate homology
manifold versions of related splitting and embedding theorems are proved for homology manifolds. As a group,
bordism of high dimensional homology manifolds has one copy of the bordism of topological manifolds for each
possible index. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the following problem which makes sense in many di⁄erent categories of
spaces: If X,‰ and Z are objects in a given categoryC, l(Z) is aC—normal neighborhood of Z in
‰ and f :XP‰ is a morphism in the category C, when can f be replaced by a C-transverse
map? For example ThomÕs celebrated transversality theorem says that any map in the smooth
category can be approximated by a transverse map. Similar theorems for the PL and TOP
categories are due to Rourke and Sanderson [23] and Kirby—Siebenmann [14], respectively.
This paper explores this question in the category of homology manifolds. A homology
manifold X of dimension n is a Þnite dimensional ANR with the local homology of
a manifold, i.e. for any point x3X, H*(X, XCx)KH*(Rn, RnC0). Homology manifolds are
an object of classical mathematical interest. They have been studied via sheaf theory and
point set topology (see the work of Bing and his school) and more recently via controlled
topology [5, 19—20].
The question of transversality for homology manifolds was Þrst proposed by Quinn.
A resolution of an n-dimensional homology manifold X is an n-dimensional topological
manifold M with a CE map MPX. Topological manifolds have transversality, and hence
so do resolvable homology manifolds. If X is a connected n-dimensional homology
manifold every point x3X has a neighborhood ”
n
which is an open n-dimensional
homology manifold with a proper degree 1 normal map f :”
n
PRn. The proper surgery
obstruction of this normal map is 8I (X), where I(X)3‚0(Z)"Z is the index obstruction of
[20] to resolving X. See [5] for the construction of nonresolvable homology manifolds in
dimension *6. Transversality for homology manifolds is seen to fail in general due to the
exotic local structures of unresolvable homology manifolds. If I(X)O0 it is not in general
possible to express f as a product of proper degree 1 normal maps
f"g]h :”
n
"»
k
]…
n~kPRn"Rk]Rn~k
with »
k
(resp. …
n~k) an open k- (resp. (n!k)-) dimensional homology manifold.
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This parallels the local splitting problem in the equivariant setting. For example,
Browder—Livesay studied the obstruction to decomposing an involution (Rn, &) as
(R, !)](Rn~1, „ ) for any involution „. See [11] for a study of equivariant transversality
for PL locally linear actions of the group Z2. The failure of transversality for homology
manifolds is noted in [27].
This paper explores the question of transversality for homology manifolds. The paper
begins with some results related to transversality. Homology manifolds versions of the (n, n)
and Browder splitting theorems are proved.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et X be an n-dimensional Poincare« space, and let ‰LX be a codimension
q Poincare« subcomplex, with topological normal bundle, with n!q*6.
(i) If q*3 then every homology manifold structure on X determines an obstruction in
‚
n~q(‰)"‚n~q(Z[n1(‰)]) which vanishes if and only if the structure splits, i.e. has
a representative which restricts to a structure on ‰.
(ii) If q"1 and X"»1XY»2 so that the inclusion ‰L»1 induces an isomorphism of
fundamental groups, then any structure on X splits.
See Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 below.
The proofs of the manifold versions of these results rely heavily on transversality and the
Wall surgery exact sequence. Interestingly, the homology manifold versions are proven
without transversality, using only the homology manifold surgery exact sequence. In the
homology manifold setting these splitting results are used to prove transversality theorems.
Transversality for homology manifolds is deÞned for X, ‰ and Z homology manifolds
with ZLl(Z)L‰ where l (Z) is the total space of a topological bundle over Z as follows:
f :XP‰ is transverse to Z if f ~1(Z) is a homology manifold with a neighborhood
f~1(l(Z))"f *l(Z) so that f is the bundle map. The two main theorems about homology
manifold transversality give information about the success of transversality in this setting.
THEOREM 1.2. Given f :XP‰ with X, ‰ and Z high dimensional homology manifolds as
above. If in addition ‰ and Z are manifolds, then f is s-cobordant to a transverse map if ZL‰
is codimension one with the added condition that ‰"‰1XZ‰2 and n1(Z)Kn1(‰1) or if
ZL‰ is codimension at least 3.
See Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 below.
The transversality theorem is proven using an analysis of obstructions to Poincare«
transversality and related transversality structures (see [10] for an account) and the
homology manifold surgery exact sequence of [5]. First we apply Poincare« transversality
theorems to get a Poincare« space P as the Poincare« transverse inverse image. Then we
would like to perform Browder splitting to complete the proof. There is a priori an
obstruction to doing this. However, an embedding trick allows us to Þnd a di⁄erent solution
to the Poincare« transversality problem which has vanishing splitting obstruction.
As in ThomÕs work, transversality results are closely connected to the calculation of
bordism. Let )H*(X) denote homology manifold bordism.
THEOREM 1.3. In dimensions *6 we have an isomorphism of Abelian groups
)H*(X)K)TOP* (X) [8Z#1].
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See Theorem 6.1 below. As an Abelian group )TOP* (X) [8Z#1] is just
Maps(Z, )TOP* (X)) where the Z corresponds to the Quinn index by the map xP8x#1. The
notation is meant to suggest an expected multiplicative structure, but unfortunately the
given map does not yield a ring isomorphism.
The map )H(X)P)TOP(X) [8Z#1] is deÞned using the Quinn index and the canonical
„OP manifold and degree 1 normal map to a homology manifold. The inverse map requires
a complicated construction to associate a homology manifold of index i with each „OP
manifold and integer i.
Given the construction, it is a trivial consequence of our understanding of normal
bordism of topological manifolds to see that the composition on )TOP[8Z#1] is the
identity. On the other hand, to see that the composition on )H(X) is the identity, requires
a new understanding of normal bordism of homology manifolds.
THEOREM 1.4. For X an n-dimensional connected homology manifold, if NIH(X) is the
geometric set of degree 1 normal maps of n-dimensional connected homology manifolds to X,
then
NIH(X)KH
n
(X; L).
This bordism theorem is proven by comparing homology manifold bordism to Poincare«
bordism and bordism of topological manifolds. The proof uses a construction of 0 and
1 surgery for homology manifolds to reduce to the situation in which there exists an
isomorphism of fundamental groups. The proof uses the homology manifold surgery exact
sequence and a construction similar to that used in the proof of the transversality theorem.
Finally, the above result about NIH(X) and the techniques of controlled topology allow
us to prove the following surprising embedding result.
THEOREM 1.5. For n!q*6 and q*3 a Poincare« embedding of an (n!q)-dimensional
homology manifold ‰ in an n-dimensional homology manifold X is s-cobordant to an embed-
ding.
See Theorem 7.1 below.
Notice that, unlike the version of this result for topological manifolds, the above
theorem does not provide a normal neighborhood of the embedded homology manifold,
because a Dq-normal neighborhood of ‰ in X is impossible unless I(‰)"I (X).
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
2.1. Poincare& duality spaces
Poincare« spaces are best known for their use in surgery theory for the study of manifold
structures. These spaces have also been studied as interesting in and of themselves. See for
example the comprehensive book of Hausmann and Vogel [10]. We will use the deÞnitions
of Poincare« and normal spaces, called PD-spaces and Q-spaces respectively, which are
given in [10, pp. 36, 53].
Transversality for Poincare« spaces is deÞned using a type of normal structure called
a CD
q
-structure.
DeÞnition 2.1. A pair of spaces (X, A) is called a CD
q
-pair, if A is closed in X and
X"N
A
X
'NA
closure(XCN
A
),
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for some pair (N
A
, LN
A
) of closed subspaces of X which is the total pair of a Þbration
(Dq, Sq~1)P(N
A
, LN
A
)PA.
We shall call this a CD
q
-structure on (X, A).
If Mm is an m-dimensional manifold and Nm~qLMm is a codimension q submanifold,
then (M, N) has a CD
q
-structure. More generally, this is true if M is an m-dimensional
Poincare« space and NLM is a codimension q Poincare« subspace.
DeÞnition 2.2. We say that a map between Poincare« spaces P fPX, with a CD
q
-pair
(X, A), is Poincare« transverse to A, if
(1) (P, f ~1(A)) admits a CD
q
-structure ( f~1(N
A
), f~1(LN
A
)), so that f induces a map of
spherical Þbrations.
(2) The same is true for LP and the inclusion f~1(N
A
)WLPLf~1(N
A
) induces a mor-
phism of spherical Þbrations.
(3) The decompositions of P and LP given by the CD
q
-structures are Poincare« de-
compositions.
We shall say that a pair of spaces (X, ‰) is a (n, n)-pair if the inclusion XL‰ induces an
isomorphism of fundamental groups. The celebrated theorem of [25], that ‚(n, n)K*, is
then called the (n, n)-theorem. A consequence of this theorem is the following Poincare«
transversality theorem, see [10, p. 208]. Note that unlike the case CD
q
, q*3, this special
case of Poincare« transversality has a simple proof, which depends only on manifold
engulÞng and the (n, n) theorem of [25].
THEOREM 2.3. Poincare« transversality holds for a map f :PP(X, A) where P is a Poincare«
space of dimension *6 ("5 if LP"0) and (X, A) is a CD
1
-pair so that X"X
1
X
A
X
2
and
(X
1
, A) is a (n, n)-pair.
In a setting where Poincare« transversality holds, a consistent method for making maps
transverse is called a transversality structure. Given a Poincare« space P and Spivak
Þbration g, with Thom space „ (g), an (extrinsic) transversality structure on P is a way of
making simplices of „ (g) transverse to P. Note that for any PL manifold M, MP„(g) can
be made Poincare« transverse to P, by using the transversality structure on g to make all
simplices of M Poincare« transverse to P in a consistent way.
According to Levitt and Ranicki [16], a Spivak Þbration g has a transversality structure
if (and for dim g*3 only if ) g has a TOP reduction. We will be interested in the easier
direction.
THEOREM 2.4. Given gPP a spherical Þber space, a „OP reduction of g deÞnes a trans-
versality structure for g.
2.2 Homology manifolds
DeÞnition 2.5. DeÞne a homology manifold of dimension n to be a Þnite dimensional
absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) X so that for every x3X
H
*
(X, XCx)"H
*
(Rn, RnC0).
Let I(X) denote QuinnÕs integer obstruction to resolution for homology manifolds [20].
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Let L
*
or just L denote the 4-periodic 0-connective spectrum whose homotopy groups
are the surgery obstruction groups of Wall. This spectrum is also known as the quadratic
‚-theory spectrum. Let L* denote the corresponding symmetric ‚-theory spectrum of
Ranicki. If X is a homology n-manifold, it has a canonical ‚-theory orientation
[X]L3Hn(X, L*) so that H0(X, L*)
Y[X]L&&" H
n
(X, L
*
) is an isomorphism, see [22]. Ferry and
Pedersen [9], have used this result to show that the Spivak Þbration of a homology
manifold has a canonical TOP reduction, which we will call the Ferry—Pedersen reduction.
DeÞnition 2.6. Given a Poincare« space P, deÞne SH(P) to be the (possibly empty) set of
simple homotopy equivalences XPP for X a homology manifold up to s-cobordism.
This is the deÞnition used by Bryant, Ferry, Mio and Weinberger, for which they have
proven a surgery exact sequence for homology manifolds [5]. This sequence relates SH(P)
and ‚
n
(P) with the middle group given by controlled surgery obstructions of P idPPP which is
isomorphic to H
n
(P; L) where H
*
denotes locally Þnite homology. Similarly there exists
a surgery exact sequence for n-ads of homology manifolds.
The surgery exact sequence for homology manifolds does not follow Wall, by giving
a geometric deÞnition of normal invariants and surgery obstructions. Instead the surgery
exact sequence for homology manifolds follows the surgery exact sequence for stratiÞed
spaces [26], in that it Þts the geometrically deÞned structure set into a long exact sequence
where the other two groups are deÞned purely algebraically. The algebraic sequence is given
by RanickiÕs algebraic surgery exact sequence, deÞned below.
2.3. Ranicki’s algebraic surgery theory
The 4-periodic algebraic surgery exact sequence of [22]
2PH
n
(R, LR; L) AP‚
n
(R, LR)PS
n
(R, LR)PH
n~1
(R, LR; L)P2
is deÞned for any pair of spaces (R, LR), and is covariantly functorial. If (R, LR) is an
n-dimensional Poincare« pair the total surgery obstruction is an invariant
s(R, LR)3S
n
(R, LR)
which vanishes if (and for n*7 only if ) (R, LR) is simple homotopy equivalent to an
n-dimensional homology manifold with boundary, i.e. if (R, LR) has a homology manifold
structure. For LR"0 we can take n*6. If s(R, LR)"0 and f : (X, LX)K(R, LR),
f @ : (X@, LX@)K(R, LR) are two homology manifold structures there is deÞned a di⁄erence
element
s ( f, f @)3S
n‘1
(R, LR)
which vanishes if (and for n*7 only if ) f is s-cobordant to f @. Let SH(R, LR) be the set of
s-cobordism classes of homology manifold structures on (R, LR). If this set is non-empty,
a choice of structure f determines a function
SH(R, LR)PS
n‘1
(R, LR); f @>s ( f, f @)
which sends f to 0 and which is a bijection for n*7. The choice of f determines a bijection
H
n
(R, LR; L)K[R, G/„OP]‚
0
(Z)]
such that the image of s ( f, f @) in [R, G/„OP]‚
0
(Z)] classiÞes the di⁄erence between the
„OP reductions of the Spivak normal Þbrations l
R
in f, f @, and the di⁄erence between the
resolution obstructions I(X), I(X@).
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THEOREM 2.7. Given (R; L
1
R, L
2
R; L
0
R) an (n#1)-dimensional geometric Poincare« triad with
L
0
R"L
1
RWL
2
R"LL
1
R"LL
2
R,
such that (L
1
R, L
0
R) has the homology type of an n-dimensional homology manifold with
boundary. For every homology manifold structure f
1
: (X
1
, X
0
)K(L
1
R, L
0
R) there is deÞned
a rel L
1
total surgery obstruction
s
f1
(R, L
2
R)3S
n‘1
(R, L
2
R)
which vanishes if (and for n*7 only if ) there is an extension of f
1
to a homology manifold
structure on (R; L
1
R, L
2
R; L
0
R). For L
2
R"0 we can take n*6.
Proof. A straightforward consequence of [5, 22]. K
2.4. Controlled surgery theory
The BFMW surgery exact sequence [5] basically says that the Þber of the assembly map
H
n
(X; L)P‚
n
(X) is given by SH(X). The homology group H
n
(X; L) is a convenient format
for the controlled surgery group of p :‰PX for any ”»
1
map p. (Roughly ”»
1
means that
the point-inverses are simply-connected, see [5].) The assembly map in this case is just the
ÔÔforget controlÕÕ map.
As outlined in [5], see [8] for details, one can consider the controlled homology
manifold structure set for any ”»
1
map p :‰PX, Sc,HA
‰
Bp
X
B. In this case the Þber of the
forget control map ‚cA
‰
Bid‰
X BP‚cA
‰
Bp
X
B can be identiÞed with the structure set Sc,HA
‰
Bp
X
B. The
only di⁄erence is that instead of forgetting all control, one merely forgets some control. The
construction proceeds as before, referring occasionally to the manifold controlled surgery
exact sequence instead of the ordinary manifold surgery exact sequence.
3. TOPOLOGY OF HOMOLOGY MANIFOLDS
Many important splitting theorems for manifolds were proven using manifold surgery
theory. In this section we use the homology manifold surgery exact sequence to prove
similar theorems for homology manifolds. These splitting theorems will play a central role
in proving the transversality theorems to follow.
THEOREM 3.1 ((n, n) -splitting). Given a Poincare« space P, dimP"n*7 and a Poincare«
decomposition of P"P
1
XP
2
where P
1
WP
2
"P
0
and (P
1
, P
0
) is (n, n) i.e. n
1
(P
0
)Kn
1
(P
1
).
Any simple homotopy equivalence X f"P from a homology manifold X is s-cobordant to
a simple homotopy equivalence f @ : X@PP which restricts to simple homotopy equivalences
f @
i
"f @ D : ( f @)~1(P
i
)PP
i
(i"0, 1),
deÞning a function
SH(P)PSH(P
1
, P
0
); f>f @
1
.
Proof. Since n*7 and n
1
(P
0
)Kn
1
(P
1
) it is possible to identify
SH(P
1
, P
0
)"M„OP reductions of l
P1
N]‚
0
(Z),
S
n‘1
(P
1
, P
0
)"H
n
(P
1
, P
0
; L)
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Fig. 1. A homology manifold structure on R.
with l
P1
the Spivak normal Þbration of P
1
and the ‚
0
(Z)-factor given by the resolution
obstruction of [20]. The Ferry—Pedersen „OP reduction of l
X
restricts to a „OP reduction
of l
P1
, and so with I
(x)
determines a homology manifold structure on (P
1
, P
0
), deÞning
a function
SH(P)PSH(P
1
, P
0
); ( f :XPP)>( f @
1
: (X@
1
, X@
0
)P(P
1
, P
0
)).
It remains to establish that f is s-cobordant to a simple homotopy equivalence of
the type
f @"f @
1
X f @
2
:X@"X@
1
XX@
2
PP"P
1
XP
2
.
DeÞne the (n#1)-dimensional geometric Poincare« triad
(R; L
1
R, L
2
R; L
0
R)"(P]I; P]M0NXP
1
]M1NXP
0
]I, P
2
]M1N; P
0
]M1N),
such that
S
n‘1
(R, L
2
R)"H
n
(P, P
2
; L)"H
n
(P
1
, P
0
; L)"S
n‘1
(P
1
, P
0
).
The function
SH(P)]SH(P
1
, P
0
)PS
n‘1
(P
1
, P
0
)"S
n‘1
(R, L
2
R);
(( f : XPP), (g : (‰
1
, ‰
0
)P(P
1
, P
0
))>s( f @
1
, g)"s
fUg
(R, L
2
R)
sends ( f, g) to the rel L
1
total surgery obstruction of Theorem 2.7 to extending the homology
manifold structure fXg on (L
1
R, L
0
R) to a homology manifold structure on
(R; L
1
R, L
2
R; L
0
R) (Fig. 1). If g is chosen to be f @
1
then s ( f @
1
, g)"0, and the obstruction
vanishes. A homology manifold structure
(…; XXX
1
; X
2
; X
0
)P(R; L
1
R, L
2
R; L
0
R)
can be regarded as an s-cobordism from f to a split structure
f @ : f @
1
Xf @
2
: X@"X@
1
XX@
2
PP"P
1
XP
2
. K
This is called codimension one splitting. We say that the given homotopy equivalence
ÔÔsplitsÕÕ, i.e. restricts to a homotopy equivalence (over P
1
and hence) over P
0
. We also have
a relative version of this theorem, whose proof uses the relative version of the surgery exact
sequence for homology manifolds. The following corollary of the above theorem will be
needed below.
COROLLARY 3.2. If SH(P; P
1
, P
2
) is the set of equivalence classes of split homology
manifold structures
f"f
1
Xf
2
:X"X
1
XX
2
PP"P
1
XP
2
then the forgetful map SH(P; P
1
, P
2
)PSH(P) is a bijection.
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THEOREM 3.3 (Browder splitting). ‚et P be an n-dimensional Poincare« space, and let
QLP be a codimension q Poincare« subspace with topological normal bundle, i.e. a CD
q
structure (P, Q) such that Q is an (n!q)-dimensional Poincare« space, and such that
P"E(m)X
'E(m)R
with (E(m), LE(m)) the total pair of a topological (Eq, Sq~1)-bundle m"l
Q“P
over Q and
R"closure(PCE (m)). By deÞnition, a simple homotopy equivalence f :XPP from an
n-dimensional homology manifold X splits over Q if f is s-cobordant to a map which is
transverse to Q and restricts to a homotopy equivalence over Q and R.
If n!q*7("6 if LQ"0) and q*3 then for every simple homotopy equivalence
f :XPP there is a well deÞned obstruction p( f )3‚
n~q
(Z[n
1
(Q)]) which depends only on the
s-cobordism class of f, such that f splits over Q if and only if p( f ) vanishes.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it may be assumed that f is a split homotopy equivalence
f"f
1
X f
2
: X"X
1
XX
2
PP"E (m)X
'E(m)R
with f
1
: (X
1
, X
0
)P(P
1
, P
0
)"(E (m), LE(m)) a simple homotopy equivalence. In the Þrst
instance note that f splits over Q if and only if
(X
1
, X
0
, f
1
)"(E (g*m), LE(g*m), h)3SH(E(m), LE(m))
for some (‰, g)3SH(Q), with h: E (g*m)PE (m) the induced simple homotopy equivalence. If
f splits over Q take g"f D : f~1(Q)PQ. Conversely, if there exists a homology manifold
structure g :‰PQ with a relative s-cobordism (»; X
1
, E (g*m)) with boundary s-cobordism
(L
2
»; X
0
, LE(g*m)) then f splits over Q, with »X
'2V
((X
2
X
X0
L
2
»)]I) deÞning an s-cobor-
dism between f and a simple homotopy equivalence
f @"f @
1
X f @
2
:X@"X@
1
XX@
2
PP"E (m)X
'E(m)R
with
(X@
1
, X@
0
)"(E(g*m), LE(g*m)), X@
2
"X
2
X
X0
L
2
».
There are deÞned natural bijections
SH(E (m), LE(m))KM„OP reductions of l
E(m)N]‚0(Z)
KM„OP reductions of l
Q
N]‚
0
(Z)
KH
n~q
(Q; L)
with the ‚
0
(Z)-factor given by the resolution obstruction I. In particular, the homology
manifold structure f
1
: (X
1
, X
0
)P(E(m), LE(m)) determines an element a3H
n~q
(Q; L). The
surgery obstruction
p ( f )"p (a)3‚
n~q
(Z[n
1
(Q)])
vanishes if and only if a lifts to an element of SH(Q) represented by a simple homotopy
equivalence g :‰PQ, in which case
(X
1
, X
0
, f
1
)"(E(g*(m), LE(g*m), h)3SH(E(m), LE(m))
and f splits over Q. K
We also have a relative version of the Browder splitting theorem, in which we assume
that the given simple homotopy equivalence is already split along LQ. This translates into
the appropriate hypothesis for a relative codimension one (n, n)-splitting theorem. The
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Fig. 2. The manifold two-skeleton of P is the union of the manifold two-skeleta for P
1
and P
2
along the manifold
two-skeleton for P
0
.
relevant surgery obstruction group remains ‚(Q), because all surgery is done relative to LQ.
Thus the remainder of the proof goes through as before.
4. MANIFOLD RANGE
In this section we will study homology manifold transversality for the following special
problem: Given X a homology manifold, M a manifold, a submanifold NLM, and a map
f :XPM when can f be made transverse to N?
4.1. Codimension one (n, n)
The following variation of Poincare« transversality Theorem 2.3 will be needed in this
section.
COROLLARY 4.1. If (X, A) is a CD
1
-pair so that X"X
1
X
A
X
2
and (X
1
, A) is (n, n), then
for a Poincare« space P it is possible to make f : PPX transverse to A with the added
conclusion that f~1(A)Lf~1(X
1
) induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.3 proceeds by approximating f by a Serre Þbration [10,
p. 189]
P f
M
" (XM , AM ) fL" (X, A).
Then the homotopy equivalence fM is made Poincare« transverse to AM . Thus we may assume
that we are working with the homotopy equivalence fM . We would like to do Poincare«
surgery on fM to achieve an isomorphism of fundamental groups. If we were working with
manifolds this would be the usual handle trading argument in the Þrst few steps of (n, n)
codimension one splitting, see for example [2]. We will need the following lemma to reduce
to the manifold case.
LEMMA 4.2. If a Poincare« space P has Poincare« decomposition P
1
XP
2
"P and
P
1
WP
2
"P
0
then the P
i
have manifold two skeleta …
i
for i"0, 1 and 2 so that
…"…
1
X…
2
with …
1
W…
2
"…
0
is the manifold two skeleton of P. (See Fig. 2.)
This lemma is a corollary of the existence of a manifold two-skeleton for a Poincare«
space together with the relative version, 2.15 and 2.20 of [10].
We now return to the proof of the theorem. By Poincare« transversality we have
fM ~1(AM )"P
0
and P"P
1
X
P0
P
2
. Applying the lemma we get a manifold two skeleton
…"…
1
X
W0
…
2
. Now we can repeat the handle trading argument for the manifold case on
the map fM D…. Changing the fundamental group as desired involves doing surgery on
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embedded S1 or D2 representatives. Thus we can assume that these representatives lie
within the manifold two skeleta and do surgery there. This results in a homotopy of fM D…
which changes the fundamental group of ( fM D…)~1(XM
1
, AM ) while preserving transversality.
Because everything is taking place on the interior of … we can extend this homotopy by the
identity to all of P to achieve the desired result for the Poincare« spaces. K
Let X be a compact oriented homology manifold of dimension n*7 and M and
N compact oriented manifolds so that N is a codimension one submanifold of M which
divides it into two pieces M
1
and M
2
, N has a neighborhood N]I in M, and the inclusion
of N into M
1
is an isomorphism on fundamental groups.
THEOREM 4.3. Given X, M and N as above, and an arbitrary map X f" M there exists an
s-cobordism of homology manifolds … from X to X@ and a map H: …PM such that H DX"f
and H DX@"g, so that g~1(N)"‰ is a homology manifold with neighborhood ‰]I in X@ so
that g~1(N]I)"‰]I and g preserves the product structure.
Remark 4.4. A relative version of this theorem follows easily from relative versions of
Poincare« transversality and codimension one (n, n) splitting.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 we can assume that f is Poincare« transverse to N say with
f~1(N)"P and f~1(M
1
)"P
1
. By Corollary 4.1 we can assume that the inclusion PLP
1
induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups.
Now apply Theorem 3.1 to the identity map id
X
:XPP
1
X
P0
P
2
. This results in
a homotopy equivalence k : X@"X
1
X
X0
X
2
PP
1
X
P0
P
2
s-cobordant to id
X
, where kDX
i
is
a homotopy equivalence for each i. This achieves our main result, X@ k"X f"M is s-
cobordant to X f" M and has f~1(N)"X
0
a homology manifold. To achieve the desired
X
0
]I neighborhood of X
0
we must slightly alter X@. Note that X@ is s-cobordant to
X@@"X
1
X
X0
X
0
]IX
X0
X
2
and there is an s-cobordism of maps from f ¡ k : X@PM to
g : X@@PM
1
X
N
N]IX
N
M
2
"M so that g is given by f ¡ k on X1XX2 and by ( f ¡ kDN)]id
on N]I. K
4.2. Codimension *3
Let X be a compact oriented homology manifold of dimension n, M and N compact
oriented manifolds so that N is a submanifold of codimension q, where q*3 and n!q*7
("6 if LN"0) with l(N) a bundle normal neighborhood of N in M.
THEOREM 4.5. Given X, M and N as above and a map f :X"M, there exists a homology
manifold s-cobordism … from X to X@ and a map H :…"M so that HDX"f and HDX@"g
such that g~1(N)"‰ is a homology manifold, the neighborhood g~1(l(N)) has a bundle
structure given by l(‰)"g*l(N) and g respects the bundle structure.
Proof. Because X is a homology manifold, its Spivak bundle has a canonical TOP
reduction m, given by E (m) p"X, called the Ferry—Pedersen reduction [9]. The map f ¡ p:
E(m)PXPM is a map of manifolds (E(m) is a manifold neighborhood of X), so we can use
manifold transversality to make f ¡ p transverse to N. Now we have ( f ¡ p)~1(N)"BLE (m).
By 2.4 a TOP reduction on X gives an extrinsic transversality structure on m (Fig. 3). We can
use this transversality structure to make the manifold BLE (m) Poincare« transverse to X.
The transversality structure gives a way to make the manifold B Poincare« transverse to X.
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Fig. 4. P@ is the Poincare« transverse inverse image of N.
Fig. 3. A transversality structure on m gives Poincare« transversality for f : XPM.
Call the new Poincare« transverse manifold B@LE (m). Then B@WX"P is a Poincare« space,
Poincare« embedded in X via h :XP»Xl(P). Now if hM :»Xl (P)PX denotes the
homotopy inverse of h, then X h"»Xl (P) hM"X f"M is homotopic to our original map and
has P as Poincare« transverse inverse image of N, i.e. l(P)"( f ¡ hM )*l(N). Note that since l(N)
has a TOP reduction the pull-back, l(P) comes with a TOP reduction.
Consider h as an element of SH(»Xl(P)) and use the BFMW surgery exact sequence [5]
to map to H
n
(»Xl (P), L). Then map to H
n
(l(P), Ll (P); L) via the restriction map and to
H
n~q
(P, L) via RanickiÕs Thom isomorphism [22]. We would like to put a homology
manifold structure on P with this normal invariant. Unfortunately there is an obstruction to
doing this in ‚
n~q
(P). Call this obstruction p. It is the obstruction to Browder splitting given
in Theorem 3.3 above. This obstruction is possibly nontrivial with this particular h and P.
The following lemma, whose proof we defer brießy, allows us to switch to a di⁄erent
Browder splitting problem which does have a vanishing obstruction.
LEMMA 4.6. Given a Poincare« space (P, LP) of dimension n*6, a normal k-disk bundle
l(P) (k*3) and a surgery obstruction p3‚
n
(P), we can construct a Poincare« space P@ so that
LP@"LP, and a map f :P@Pl(P) so that f is a Poincare« embedding with l(P@)"f *l (P) and so
that the surgery obstruction of pr ¡ f : P@PP is p.
Since the result gives P@ Poincare« embedded in l (P), we actually have P@ Poincare«
embedded in »Xl (P) which we denote by kM :»@Xl (P@)P»Xl (P). The surgery obstruction
of kM DP@ is p. Denote the homotopy inverse of kM by k :»Xl(P)P»@Xl (P@). Now the
composition of maps X h"»Xl(P) k"»@Xl(P@) kM"»Xl (P) hM"X f"M is homotopic to our
original map and it has P@ as Poincare« transverse inverse image of N (Fig. 4), i.e.
l(P@)"( f
¡
hM ¡ kM )*l (N).
Now we follow the same procedure as above to get the Browder splitting obstruction of
k ¡ h. Begin with the image of k ¡ h in Hn
(»@Xl(P@); L). Map to H
n
(l(P@), Ll (P@); L) by
restriction, then to H
n~q
(P@; L) by RanickiÕs Thom isomorphism. Finally consider the image
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Fig. 5. The result of Browder splitting on k ¡ h.
a in ‚
n~q
(P@). Consider the following commutative diagram:
The horizontal maps are as described above and the vertical maps are induced by kM . The
diagram commutes by naturality of the surgery exact sequence and transversality of kM . The
map induced on the surgery obstruction groups takes a to a#p"p. Thus we have that the
Browder splitting obstruction a in ‚
n~q
(P@) vanishes. This means that there exists a trans-
verse map g@ : X@P»@Xl (P@) which is s-cobordant say via HM :…P»@Xl(P@) to
k ¡ h :XP»@Xl (P@). Let (g@)~1(P@)"‰ and denote (g@)~1(l (P@)) by l(‰) (Fig. 5).
Now g"f ¡ hM ¡ kM ¡ g@ is the desired map homology manifold transverse to N and
f ¡ hM ¡ kM ¡HM gives an s-cobordism from g to f ¡ hM ¡ kM ¡ k ¡ h. Putting this together with the
homotopy from f ¡ hM ¡ kM ¡ k ¡ h to f yields the desired s-cobordism from f to g. K
Proof of lemma: Let D denote the boundary of the manifold two-skeleton of P, where
P"BX
D
C. Note that the surgery group for (P rel LP) corresponds to the fundamental
group of P, and we can take a manifold two-skeleton for P which is disjoint from LP. In any
case, the fundamental group of D is the same as that of P and the dimension of D is one less
than that of P. Thus ‚
n
(P)K‚
n
(D) allows us to consider the given obstruction p as an
element of ‚
n
(D) upon which we may perform Wall realization. Let p :…PD]I denote the
result of the Wall realization.
Let l(D) denote the restriction of l(P) to D. Pull back this bundle via p to …, call
the result » (Fig. 6). Note that L(l(D)]I)"l(D)]M0, 1NXLl(D)]I. For doing surgery on
»Pl (D)]I rel l(D)]M0, 1N the relevant surgery group is ‚
n‘k
(l(D)]I, Ll(D)]I)K
‚
n‘k
(l(D), Ll (D))K*, because k*3 insures that this will be (n, n). Surgery on »Pl (D)]I
results in »@Pl(D)]I a simple homotopy equivalence. In particular »@ is an s-cobordism
with one end l (D), »@"l (D)]I. Note that the transverse inverse image of D]I is now …@
(Fig. 7). By relative manifold transversality on the trace of the surgery we see that …@ is
normally cobordant rel L to …, i.e. it is still a Wall realization of p. This …@ is embedded in
l(D)]I. The desired P@"BX
D
…@X
D
C, where the homotopy equivalence pD : D@PD is used
as one of the attaching maps. This new Poincare« space P@ is Poincare« embedded in
l(P)"l(P) DBXl(D)l(D)]IXl(D)l(P) DC. Because LP was contained entirely in C, we have
that LP@"LP as will be useful for the relative version of this theorem.
THEOREM 4.7. ‚et (X, LX) be a compact oriented homology manifold of dimension n,
(M, LM) and (N, LN) compact oriented manifolds so that (N, LN) is a codimension q submani-
fold of (M, LM) where q*3 and n!q*7 with l(N) a bundle normal neighborhood of N
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Fig. 6. Pull back the bundle l(D)]I to … and surger this to a homotopy equivalence rel l(D)]0, 1.
Fig. 7. Apply manifold transversality to »@ the result of surgery on » to get …@ a Wall realization of p which is
embedded in l (D)]I.
in M. Given a map of pairs f : (X, LX)"(M
1
LM) which is transverse to LN on LX so that
f~1(LN)"‰
0
and l(‰
0
)"f *l(LN). „here exists a homology manifold s-cobordism from
f :XPM to g :X@PM so that g is transverse to N, g~1(LN)"‰
0
and gD‰
0
"f D‰
0
.
The key di⁄erence in the proof of the relative version of the theorem is that we must take
care to work rel ‰
0
when changing the map to achieve Poincare« transversality. We
construct a manifold neighborhood of X, N(X) which contains a manifold neighborhood of
‰
0
, N (‰
0
) so that the map of manifolds given by the composition of the retraction
r :N(X)PX and the map f : XPM is transverse to LN, with a neighborhood
l(N(‰
0
)LN (X))"( f ¡ r)*l(LN). We then use relative manifold transversality in making
this map transverse to N with transverse inverse image a manifold B. Then when we use the
manifold-type transversality that X has inside N(X), because r : N (X)PX has a TOP
reduction, we can make B transverse to X relative to l(N(‰
0
)LN (X)). The result is
a Poincare« space P which is the Poincare« transverse image of N, so that LP"‰
0
. Having
done this the rest of the proof is as before using the surgery exact sequence for (P, LP).
5. HOMOLOGY MANIFOLD NORMAL INVARIANTS
A major diƒculty in applications of the homology manifold surgery exact sequence is
that the middle group, ÔÔnormal invariantsÕÕ, is not given geometrically by degree one normal
maps of homology manifolds. Recall that unlike WallÕs surgery exact sequence, with
geometric deÞnitions of normal invariants and surgery obstructions, the BFMW surgery
exact sequence [5] has two out of three terms deÞned purely algebraically. No understand-
ing of the local structure of homology manifolds exists, as would be necessary to do
geometric surgery. The failure of transversality for homology manifolds in general points to
the inherent diƒculties in such an approach. In this section we will partially remedy this
problem with the surgery exact sequence for homology manifolds, by showing that the
ÔÔnormal invariant groupÕÕ H
n
(X; L) corresponds to a geometrically deÞned set of degree one
normal maps from homology manifolds to X.
DeÞnition 5.1. Let P be a connected Poincare« space with a „OP-reduction of its Spivak
Þbration l
P
: PPB„OP. DeÞne the homology manifold normal invariants of P, NIH(P) to
be the set of degree 1 maps f : XPP from X a connected homology manifold, together with
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a map b : l
X
Pl
P
from the Ferry—Pedersen canonical „OP reduction of X to the given „OP
reduction of P.
THEOREM 5.2. For P a connected Poincare« space, of dimension n*7 with a Þxed „OP
reduction l
P
: PPB„OP, there is a canonical isomorphism
NIH(P)PNITOP(P)]Z
where NITOP(P) is degree 1 normal maps from manifolds to P. Since a „OP reduction of
P determines an isomorphism, NITOP(P)KH
n
(P;G/„OP), we have shown H
n
(P; L)KNIH(P).
The map ’ :NIH(P)PH
n
(P; L) is given by ’ :NIH(P)PH
n
(P; G/„OP)]H
n
(P; Z) which
is f ¡ fTOP
:X
TOP
PXPP on the Þrst factor and I (X) on the second factor. Note that,
because the index of a homology manifold is bordism invariant, this second factor is
well-deÞned. The proof that ’ is surjective is an easy consequence of the construction given
in the Þrst lemma below. The proof that ’ is injective relies on a direct application of
Poincare« and homology manifold surgery, which requires the second lemma below to create
a (n, n) situation.
LEMMA 5.3. Given a manifold B and an integer k, we may Þnd homology manifolds B@, and
BA together with maps b : B@"B and bM :BA"B@ so that
(1) Sp(B@)"b*Sp(B) where Sp denotes the Spivak Þbration with its Ferry—Pedersen
„OP-reduction.
(2) I(B@)"k where I denotes the Quinn index.
(3) „he composition of maps b ¡ bM : BAPB@PB is normally cobordant to the identity map.
Proof of lemma. The construction is a variation on a construction found in [5, Section
7]. There the construction is performed on a torus, resulting in a homology manifold not
homotopy equivalent to any manifold. We perform the construction on an arbitrary
manifold with (1)—(3) above as the result.
Slice B open along the boundary of a manifold two skeleton, L. So B"CXLD. We Þrst
apply Lemma 4.4 from [5]. This will allow us to perform a small homotopy on id
B
: BPB to
get a new map p
0
:BPB which restricts to a ”»1 map on C, D and L. Because p
0
DL is a ”»1
map, its controlled surgery obstruction group ‚cA
L
B
B
BKHn(B, L)KHn(B, G/„OP)]Z. Let
p denote the element of ‚cA
L
B
B
B which corresponds to Sp(B) and the desired index. Now by
Wall realization we construct a normal invariant p :NPL]I with controlled surgery
obstruction as desired, which is given by a controlled homotopy equivalence k : L@"L on one
end and by the identity on the other. Gluing C and D back onto N by the identity and by
k respectively results in B
1
a Poincare« complex. We deÞne a map b
1
: B
1
PB (Fig. 8) by
b
1
DCXD"id and b
1
DN"p. By applying [5, 4.4] we may assume b
1
is ”»1. A calculation
of the total surgery obstruction of B
1
shows that it is homotopy equivalent to a homology
manifold.
The rest of the construction is a limiting process in which the above type of construction
is performed on Þner and Þner manifold two skeleta of B. We refer the reader to [5] for the
details of this stage. The construction yields a homology manifold B@ and a homotopy
equivalence h :B@PB
1
so that the controlled surgery obstruction of h in ‚cA
B
1Bb1
B B vanishes
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Fig. 9. The map b
2
:B
2
PB
1
.
Fig. 8. The map b
1
:B
1
PB.
and the controlled surgery obstruction of b"b
1 ¡
h : B@PB
1
PB is given by p in
‚cA
B
Bp0
B BKHn(B, L)K[B, G/„OP]]Z which gives (1) and (2) as desired.
To see (3) consider B
2
"CXLNX'{(!N)XLD. DeÞne a map b2 :B2PB1 (Fig. 9) so that
b
2
DB
2
C (!N)"id and b
2
D(!N)"!p. Now B
2
is controlled homotopy equivalent to
a homology manifold, BA by k : BAPB
2
. Consider the controlled surgery obstruction of
b
2 ¡
k in ‚cA
B
1Bb
1B B . This is !p. Let bM :BAPB@ be given by hM ¡ b2 ¡ k where hM is the homotopy
inverse of h. The composition b ¡ bM :B@@PB@PB has surgery obstruction p#(!p)"0.
Thus it is normally cobordant to the identity map.
LEMMA 5.4. If ‰ is a connected homology manifold of dimension n*7, X is an arbitrary
connected Þnite C…-complex then f :‰PX is bordant to a map g :‰@PX so that g induces
an isomorphism of fundamental groups.
Proof of lemma. If f
*
: n
1
(‰)Pn
1
(X) is not surjective. Consider c3n
1
(X) which is not in
the image of f
*
. Take any two points p
1
and p
2
in ‰. We would like to glue on a ÔÔone-
handleÕÕ (Fig. 10) so that its image in X represents c. Homology manifolds lack the necessary
local structure, to glue on a generic Dn]D1, but we can Þnd neighborhoods of p
1
and
p
2
which each have the homotopy type of (Dn, Sn~1) as follows.
Let h :‰PCXD denote the manifold two-skeleton C of ‰, and g : CXDP‰ its
homotopy inverse. We will work with ‰ hPCXD gP‰ fPX which is homotopic to the
original map f. Consider h (p
1
) and h(p
2
) in CXD, by a homotopy we may assume that both
are in the manifold two-skeleton C. Take neighborhoods D
1
and D
2
of these points in C. By
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Fig. 10. Gluing a one-handle onto ‰]I.
Theorem 3.1. we may assume that h is split along LB
i
i"1, 2. Denote h~1(D
i
) by B
i
. The
simple homotopy equivalences hD : B
i
PDn are s-cobordant, because SH(Dn)KZ is classiÞed
by index. The local index of each B
i
agrees with the index of ‰. Thus there exists an
s-cobordism s :…PDn][0, 1].
The desired bordism from f ¡ g ¡ h to f @ :‰ @PX is given by H :»"‰][0, 1]
X
B1UB2
…PX. If L
2
…"L…C(B
1
XB
2
), then ‰@"‰C(B
1
XB
2
)XL
2
…. The map
HD :‰][0, 1]PX is deÞned to be f ¡ g ¡ h ¡ proj. The map HD :…PX is given by r ¡ s
where r : Dn][0, 1]PX is deÞned so that rD n~1][0, 1/4]"f ¡ g ¡ c1 where
c
1
: Dn][0, 1/4]PD
1
is a homotopy between the identity map and the content map to
h(p
1
). Similarly deÞne r/Dn~1][3/4, 1]. DeÞne r DDn][1/4, 3/4]"c@ ¡ proj, where c@ is the
path b
1*
c*b~12 such that bi is the path connecting f ¡ g ¡ h (pi) with the base point of c. Now c@
and hence c is in the image of f @
*
.
It only remains to show that we can kill ker f
*
by a bordism of f. Let a denote an element
of ker f
*
we will construct f @ :‰ @PX bordant to f so that ker f @
*
K(ker f
*
)/(a). Let
h :‰PCXD denote the manifold two skeleton decomposition of ‰ as above. Let a@ denote
h ¡ a. By a homotopy of a@ we may assume that it is in the manifold two skeleton and that it
is embedded with a neighborhood N(a@) of the form S1]Dn~1. Note that homotoping a@
does not change the homotopy class of g ¡ a@ where g is the homotopy inverse of h. By (n, n)
splitting as above we may assume that h~1(S1]Dn~1)"B is a homology manifold and
h D :BPS1]Dn~1 gives a homology manifold structure on S1]Dn~1.
We are interested in gluing a homology manifold two-handle D2]Dn~1
i
(Fig. 11) where
Dn~1
i
is a homology manifold of index i"I(‰) homotopy equivalent to Dn~1 onto
‰][0, 1]. Thus we must understand the structures on S1]Dn, i.e. SH(S1]Dn~1). By the
homology manifold analogue of ShanesonÕs Thesis or by a direct calculation, we get
SH(S1]Dn~1)KSH(Dn~1)]SH(Dn~1][0, 1], rel Dn~1]M0, 1N). SH(Dn~1)KZ detected
by index, and SH(Dn~1]I, rel L)K*, by a quick calculation involving the BFMW
surgery exact sequence [5]. Thus since B must have the same index as ‰, we know
that hDB :BPS1]Dn~1 is s-cobordant to the structure given by v : id
S1
]u :
S1]Dn~1
i
PS1]Dn~1, where u :Dn~1
i
PDn~1 is the non resolvable homology manifold
structure of index i from [5]. So there exists an s-cobordism from hDB to v given by
r :…PS1]Dn~1]I.
The desired bordism H :»PX is given by »"‰]IX
B
…X
S1]Din~1
D2]Dn~1
i
where HD‰][0, 1]"f ¡ g ¡ h ¡ proj, HD… is given by f ¡ g ¡ i ¡ P ¡ r where
P :S1]Dn~1]IPS1]Dn~1 is a homotopy between P
0
: S1]Dn~1]0PS1]Dn~1 the
identity map and P
1
:S1]Dn~1]1PS1]* the projection map and i is the inclusion
N(a)LC. DeÞne HD 2]Dn~1
i
to be c ¡ p where p is projection onto the Þrst factor and c is
a null-homotopy of f ¡ g ¡ a@"f ¡ g ¡ h ¡ a\f ¡ a. K
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Fig. 11. Gluing a two-handle onto ‰]I.
Proof of theorem. First we show the map is surjective. Given an element
(a, i)3H
n
(P;G/„OP)]Z, where a corresponds to a degree one normal map f :MPP. Apply
Lemma 5.3 to (M, i) to get f
i
: M
i
@PM.
CLAIM : ’( f ¡ fi :Mi@PMPP)"(a, i).
Proof of claim. Also from Lemma 5.3 we get fM
i
: M@@PM
i
@ so that fM
i
is the normal
invariant corresponding to the Ferry-Pedersen reduction of M
i
@ and so that
f
i ¡
fM
i
: MAPM
i
@PM is bordant to id : MPM. Hence ’( f ¡ fi )"(b, i) where b is the mani-
fold normal bordism class represented by f ¡ fi ¡
fM
i
which is the original class a as desired.
To see that this map is injective we need to see that if two homology manifolds have the
same index and the maps f :‰PP and g :ZPP have the same image c3H
n
(P; G/„OP),
then they are homology manifold bordant. We will Þrst see that they are Poincare« bordant.
By the above Lemma 5.4 we may assume that f and g induce isomorphisms of fundamental
groups.
Consider f and g as elements of Poincare« bordism of P. Note that we have the following
exact sequence see [10]:
‚
n
(P)Por)PD
n
(P)PH
n
(P, MSG)P‚
n~1
(P).
Which corresponds to the sequence
)QP
n‘1
(P]BSG)P)P
n
(P]BSG)P)Q
n
(P]BSG)P)QP
n
(P]BSG).
Claim the diagram commutes
where the top horizontal map is given above and all other maps are the appropriate
forgetful maps. This follows from the fact that id]jY :‰P‰]BSG and
(id]jY ) ¡ ni :MP‰P‰]BSG are bordant as Q spaces, where jY is the classifying map of
Sp(‰). See [10] for this fact and related deÞnitions.
From the above exact sequence we see that if f and g have the same image in )STOP
n
(P),
then the obstruction to them being Poincare« bordant is an element of ‚
n
(P). It is given by
the di⁄erence of the surgery obstructions for f and g. Let m :MP‰ and n : NPZ denote
the manifold normal invariants associated to the Ferry—Pedersen reductions of ‰ and Z. By
assumption f ¡ m : MP‰PP and g ¡ n : NPZPP are normally bordant as manifolds so
we have »PP a normal bordism between them.
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Fig. 13. A homology manifold cobordism from ‰ to Z and a map to … which is the identity on the boundary.
Fig. 12. The Poincare« bordism from f to g.
It remains to construct Poincare« bordisms between id :‰P‰ and m : MP‰, and
similarly for Z. They bound as elements of Q-bordism. Therefore we get an element Q
Y
of
)QP
n‘1
(‰) and a corresponding element of ‚
n
(‰). This element vanishes; it is given by
comparing id ¡ m : MP‰P‰ and m¡ id : MPMP‰ as elements of ‚n(‰). Thus id and
m bound in )P
n
(‰). Denote their bordism by P
Y
. Similarly id : ZPZ and n : NPZ are
bordant by P
Z
. Use the TOP-reductions of ‰ and Z to get TOP reductions of the Poincare«
bordisms P
Y
and P
Z
respectively. Pasting these three bordisms together we get a Poincare«
bordism from f to g (Fig. 12), call this k :…PP. Further we get a TOP reduction on
… which restricts to the Ferry—Pedersen reductions on ‰ and Z by using the „OP
reduction of the normal bordism ».
Taking this TOP reduction together with the index i gives an element in the group
H
n‘1
(…; L) which restricts to the elements of H
n
(‰; L) and H
n
(Z; L) which correspond to
(id
Y
, i)3H
n
(‰; G/„OP)]Z and (id
Z
, i)3H
n
(Z; G/„OP)]Z respectively. By performing
Poincare« surgery rel L on k :…PP ( f :‰PP and g :ZPP already induce isomorphisms
of n
1
), we may assume that it is an isomorphism on fundamental groups.
We would like to put a homology manifold structure on … rel Z. Notice that since we
have the element of H
n‘1
(…; L) as described above, actually an element of H
n‘1
(…, ‰; L)
the only obstruction to the desired structure lives in ‚
n‘1
(…, ‰)K*.
So we have a structure h :…@P… so that hDL…@ gives a :‰@P‰ an arbitrary structure
on ‰ and ZM PZ which is s-cobordant via i’ :Z] PZ to the identity map id
Z
: ZPZ. Since
this structure a on ‰, has the same image in H
n
(‰; L) as id
Y
:‰P‰, we may choose an
element of H
n‘1
(‰][0, 1]; L) whose image under the boundary map is a!id
Y
. This
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element may however, be chosen so that its image in ‚
n‘1
(‰) vanishes, i.e. there is
a homology manifold structure r :»P‰][0, 1] such that rDL»"a‹ id
Y
. The desired
normal bordism from f to g is then given by rXhXiL :»X
Y
… @X
Z1
Z] P‰]IX
Y
…X
Z
Z]I
(Fig. 13) composed with the projection to … and the given Poincare« bordism
k :…PP. The „OP reduction of … assures that the map lifts to a map of „OP reductions
as desired.
An important corollary of 5.2 is the following Wall realization theorem for homology
manifolds.
COROLLARY 5.5. ‚et P be a Poincare« space with a speciÞed homotopy equivalence
h : XPP from a homology manifold X. Every element p3‚
n‘1
(P) is the surgery obstruction
p"p(r) of a homology manifold bordism r :…PP][0, 1] such that rDL…"g ‹ h with
g :‰PP a homotopy equivalence. „he map f :‚
n‘1
(P)PSH(P) in the BFM… surgery exact
sequence [5] sends p to f (p)"s (g, h)3S
n‘1
(P)"SH(P).
6. BORDISM OF HOMOLOGY MANIFOLDS
Let )SH
n
(X) denote the oriented bordism theory in the category of homology manifolds.
THEOREM 6.1. In dimensions n*6 the oriented bordism of homology manifolds is additive-
ly isomorphic to the Abelian group of Þnite linear combinations +
i|8Z‘1
u
i
i of oriented bordism
classes of topological manifolds
)SH
n
(X)K)STOP
n
(X) [8Z#1].
„he isomorphism is deÞned for ‰ a connected homology manifold by
’ : )SH
n
(X)P)STOP
n
(X) [8Z#1]
( f :‰PX)>( f ¡ fTOP: ‰TOPP‰PX) [8I (‰)#1]
where f
TOP
:‰
TOP
P‰ is the normal map from a topological manifold determined by
the canonical Ferry—Pedersen „OP reduction of the homology manifold ‰. „he inverse
isomorphism
( : )STOP
n
(X) [8Z#1]P)SH
n
(X)
is deÞned by additively extending ( f : MPX) [8i#1]>( f ¡ fi :MiPMPX) where
f
i
: M
i
PM is the result of ‚emma 5.3 on the pair (M, i).
This was asserted in [5] for X"pt. It shows in particular that bordism of homology
manifolds corresponds in high dimensions to a homology theory. It does not, however, give
the ring structure from the ring structure on )STOP
*
(X). This is because the appropriate
normal bundles, the Ferry—Pedersen „OP reductions, have bad multiplicative properties.
Their deÞnition is too complicated to repeat here, but the main idea involves a certain
canonical homology class for homology manifolds. For a connected homology manifold ‰,
the canonical class is given by [‰]"(1#8I(‰), [‰I ])3‚0(Z)]H
n
(‰; L*). The Ferry—
Pedersen „OP reduction is associated to the homology class [‰
TOP
]"[‰]!8I(‰). Since
the class [‰] is multiplicative, the class [‰
TOP
] and hence the „OP reductions themselves
are not multiplicative. See [13] for an algebraic description of the multiplication structure
of the homology manifold bordism ring.
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Proof. The general case follows from the case where X and ‰ are connected.
Given i"I (‰), f
TOP
:‰
TOP
P‰ is the Ferry—Pedersen „OP reduction and f
i
:M
i
PM
is the result of Lemma 5.3. The theorem now follows from the fact that both f
TOP ¡
f
i
:
(M
i
)
TOP
PM
i
PM and f
i ¡
f
TOP
: (‰
TOP
)
i
P‰
TOP
P‰ are bordant (in fact normally bordant)
to the identity. The former is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.3 and the latter a direct
consequence of the calculation of NIH(‰) of Theorem 5.2. K
7. A SURPRISING EMBEDDING THEOREM
Given Corollary 5.5 and its analog for the surgery exact sequence involving Sc,HA
‰
B
X
B,
the controlled homology manifold structures for the controlled Poincare« space A
‰
B
X
B , we
may prove the following surprising embedding theorem.
THEOREM 7.1 (Browder—Wall embedding). Given X and ‰, homology manifolds of di-
mensions n!q*6 and n, such that X is Poincare« embedded in ‰, by a homotopy equivalence
h :‰Pl (X)X
'l(X) » where Ll (X) is a spherical Þbration of dimension q!1*2, with
mapping cylinder l (X), then X embeds in ‰A, which is s-cobordant to ‰. (If ‰ is a manifold,
then X embeds in ‰ itself.)
We also have its corollary the Browder—Casson—Haeßiger—Sullivan—Wall embedding
result.
COROLLARY 7.2 (BCHSW embedding). ‚et (‰, L‰) be an n-dimensional homology mani-
fold with boundary, and let X be an (n!q)-dimensional homology manifold with a homotopy
equivalence XP‰. If q*3 and n!q*6 then X embeds in ‰A, which is s-cobordant to ‰.
This theorem is the natural homology manifold analog of Theorem 11.3 of [25]. The key
di⁄erence between this theorem and the manifold version is that there is no speciÞed
„OP-reduction of the given spherical Þbration and no corresponding „OP-reduction of
a locally trivial bundle normal neighborhood of the resulting embedded homology mani-
fold. In the homology manifold setting, we may embed X in ‰ for any indices I(X) and I(‰),
but a locally trivial normal neighborhood of X in ‰ with Þber Dq is impossible unless
I(X)"I (‰).
Since the proof given in [25] relies heavily on the pullback of the normal neighborhood
of X, it does not at all translate into the homology manifold setting. We could still obtain
from h by techniques used above, an element of H
n~q
(X; L), which lifts to a homology
manifold structure in SH(X). Pulling back the bundle, if it were „OP-reducible, would result
in an element of SH(l(X)), with resolution obstruction I(X). However, the local nature of this
obstruction prohibits this structure from becoming part of anything homology manifold
cobordant, much less s-cobordant, to the original homology manifold ‰, unless
I(X)"I (‰). Thus, there is no way that any modiÞcation of the ÔÔtop hat trickÕÕ will
generalize to homology manifolds of arbitrary index.
Since manifold techniques do not apply, the proof of this theorem relies on controlled
topology the only technique currently available to deal with the local structure of exotic
homology manifolds.
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Fig. 14. Apply the codimension one (n, n) splitting theorem to h to get h@.
Proof. We begin by applying the codimension one (n, n) splitting theorem to h to reduce
to the problem in l (X) (Fig. 14). We get h@ :‰@Pl(X)X
'l(X) » so that (h@)~1(l(X))"N is
a homology manifold and h@DN :NPl (X) is a homotopy equivalence. Given that h is only
a homotopy equivalence and not a simple homotopy equivalence, the codimension one
(n, n) splitting theorem gives ‰@ only h-cobordant to ‰. However we may assume that ‰@ is
s-cobordant to ‰ by gluing on an h-cobordism of appropriate torsion. We may do this on
» (away from N,) because the high codimension gives n
1
(‰)Kn
1
(»).
Let f denote h@DN. We are interested in the controlled surgery exact sequence for A
l(X)
B
X B.
Notice that l (X) is a controlled Poincare« complex over X, because X is a homology
manifold and the Þber of l (X) over X is a Poincare« space.
Let Sc,HA
l(X)
B
X
B denote the set of controlled homology manifold structures on the
controlled Poincare« complex A
l(X)
B
X
B.
CLAIM. „he map Sc,HA
l(X)
B
X
BPSH(l(X)) induced by forgetting control is surjective.
Proof of claim. Given an element of SH(l(X)), f : NPl (X) use the uncontrolled BFMW
surgery exact sequence [5] to get an element a3H
n
(l (X); L). The controlled surgery exact
sequence for Sc,HA
l(X)
B
X
B is given by
2PSc,HA
l(X)
B
X
BPHn(l(X); L)P‚cA
l(X)
B
X
BP2 .
By our dimension assumption the Þber of A
l(X)
B
X
B is (n, n) and by the controlled (n, n)
theorem ‚cA
l(X)
B
X
B"*. Thus a3Hn(l(X); L) can be lifted to a controlled homotopy equiva-
lence, fI : N@Pl(X). Since both f and fI map to a3H
n
(l(X); L), we may choose an element
b3H
n‘1
(l(X)][0, 1], l(X)]M0, 1N; L) whose image under the boundary map is represent-
ed by (a, !a)3H
n
(l (X)]M0N;L)=H
n
(l(X)]M1N;L).
The element b3H
n‘1
(l(X)][0, 1], l(X)]M0, 1N;L) lifts to an element of
SH(l(X)][0, 1] rel l(X)]M0, 1N), because ‚
n‘1
(l (X)][0, 1] rel l(X)]M0, 1N)K‚
n‘1
(l(X),
Ll(X))K*. Let s :…Pl (X)][0, 1] denote a representative of the given homology mani-
fold structure. Note that s is h-cobordant to f ‹ fI on the boundary. Gluing on these
h-cobordisms results in a homology manifold structure r :…@Pl(X)]I which being a rel L
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Fig. 15. The space L
2
…@ and the map H are used to deÞne HM :‰
k
Pl (X).
structure can be viewed as a homology manifold h-cobordism between fI and f. We have
shown that fI, the desired controlled structure, represents the same element of SH(l (X)) as
f and our claim is proved.
CLAIM. Given fI DLN@"g an element of Sc,HA
Ll(X)
B
X
B we can now construct an element
HM :‰
k
Pl(X) of SH(l(X)) in which X embeds.
Proof of claim. Restricting the h-cobordism r :…@Pl(X)][0, 1] to L
2
…@"
L…@C(N@XN) we get an h-cobordism H"rDL
2
…@ : L
2
…@PLl(X)]I. Let k"p ¡ g denote
the composition of g and p : Ll (X)PX the projection map. Since g is a controlled
homotopy equivalence, H extends to a homotopy equivalence HM :‰
k
Pl(X) where
‰
k
"L
2
…@/\ for n
1
\n
2
if k (n
1
)"k (n
2
). ‰
k
is a homology manifold, because g is a control-
led homotopy equivalence.
The map HM :‰
k
Pl (X) deÞnes an element of SH(l (X) rel L) in which X is embedded and
our claim is proved.
CLAIM. Given an element of SH(l(X)) in which X embeds, X can be embedded in any
element of SH(l (X) rel L), i.e. X can be embedded in some structure which is h-cobordant to
f :NPl (X) above.
Proof of claim. Consider the surgery exact sequence for l(X) rel L.
‚
n‘1
(X)PSH(l(X) rel L)PH
n
(l(X), ‚)P‚
n
(l(X)).
Recall that for the homology manifold surgery exact sequence NI(l (X)) are naturally given
by controlled surgery obstructions. (Even in the manifold case, we may still consider
NI(l(X)) as contained in the group of controlled surgery obstructions.)
Let a3H
n
(l (X), L)KH
n
(X, L) denote the di⁄erence of the images of f and HM there. In the
controlled surgery exact sequence for p : Ll (X)PX we have
H
n
(X; L)PSc,HA
Ll(X)
B
X
BPHn~1(Ll(X); L)PHn~1(X; L).
Take g : LN@PLl(X) and do a Wall realization a :»PLl(X)]I with controlled surgery
obstruction a to get g@ : BPLl(X) another controlled structure. Since a comes from SH(l(X)
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Fig. 17. Glue the Wall realization K onto NA]I away from the neighborhood »M of X to get a structure fM :
NM Pl(X) which is h-cobordant to f.
Fig. 16. The space L
2
…@X» and the map H@ are used to deÞne N@@"L
2
…@X»/\and HM @.
relL) its image in ‚
n
(X)K‚
n
(Ll(X)) vanishes. Thus we may assume that a is a homotopy
equivalence. Now consider the homotopy equivalence H@ : L
2
…@X»PLl (X)]I so
H@DL
2
…@"H and H@D»"a.
Now N@@"L
2
…@X»/\ where \ is given by n
1
\n
2
if p (g@(n
1
))"p (g@(n
2
)), is a homol-
ogy manifold and HM @ : N@@Pl (X) gives a homology manifold structure on l (X) rel L (Fig. 16).
To see that the image of HM @ in H
n
(X; L) agrees with that of f i.e. that it di⁄ers from the normal
invariant for HM by a, compare the controlled surgery obstructions for H and H@ in H
n
(X; L)
and observe that they di⁄er by a.
Now we have HM @ : N@@Pl (X) an element of SH(l (X) rel L) which has the same image in
H
n
(X; L) as f does. Thus we can act on HM @ by an element p3‚
n‘1
(X) to get f. Note that by
construction HM @ maps the manifold »M "»/\ to the subset l
1
(X)"Ll (X)][0, 1/2]/\ and
maps L
2
…@ to the complement Ll (X) ][1
2
, 1].
Since n
1
(l(X) rel L)Kn
1
(Ll (X)]I rel L) Kn
1
(X), we may represent p by an element of
‚
n‘1
(Ll(X)]I rel L), s :KP(Ll(X)][1
2
, 1])]I so that sDs~1(Ll(X)][1
2
, 1]]0)"HM @DL
2
…@
and sDs~1(Ll(X) ][1
2
, 1]]1) gives a new structure on Ll (X)][1
2
, 1] rel L.
Gluing K to NA]I gives a Wall realization of p for S (l(X) rel L ) with H @ at one end and
a new structure fM at the other end (Fig. 17). Thus fM is the same element of SH(l(X) rel L) as f,
i.e. fM is h-cobordant to f. Let q denote the torsion of this h-cobordism. Say
fM :NM "»M XCPl(X) and let KM denote an h-cobordism of torsion q from C to C @. By gluing
KM to NM ]I we get an h-cobordism from fM to f @ (Fig. 18), where f @ :NM @Pl (X) is s-cobordant
to f : NPl(X ). This s-cobordism together with the one from ‰ to ‰ @ gives an s-cobordism
from a new homology manifold ‰A to ‰. Since by construction X is embedded in »M which is
a submanifold of NM @ we have X embedded in NM @L‰A as desired.
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Fig. 18. Glue the h-cobordism KM of torsion q to NM to get a map f @ s-cobordant to f.
Note that if ‰ were a manifold, we could do everything in the manifold category so that
in the end we would have ‰@@ manifold s-cobordant to ‰ and hence by the manifold
s-cobordism theorem ‰@@"‰. This requires the following extra step.
CLAIM. If … is a manifold and g : L
1
…PLl (X) is a controlled homotopy equivalence over
X then for k"p ¡ g the space …k"…/\ where w1\w2 if k (w1)"k(w2) is a manifold.
The claim can be used to show that ‰
k
and N@@ are both manifolds. If we use the manifold
surgery exact sequence instead of the homology manifold surgery exact sequence the other
constructions obviously remain in the manifold category. Note that this does not preclude
us from considering NI(l(X)) as controlled surgery obstructions, we just do not get all
possible controlled surgery obstructions this way.
Proof of claim. To see that …
k
is a manifold use the fact that, by Edwards [7] and Quinn
[20], a DDP homology manifold with manifold points is a manifold. Clearly …
k
has
manifold points and is a homology manifold (because g is a controlled homotopy equiva-
lence). To see that …
k
has DDP, consider two disks D
1
and D
2
in …
k
. Because the
homotopy Þber of k : L
1
…PX is highly connected, X is 1-l.c.c. embedded in …
k
, and we
can move each disk o⁄ X by a small move. If the disks are contained in …
k
CX then we can
make them disjoint using DDP for the manifold …. K
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